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(57) ABSTRACT 
A method of manufacturing an absorbent article; and an 
absorbent article; in the form of a pants-type diaper or a 
sanitary panty; starting from a ?at blank Which includes an 
elongated absorbent body enclosed between tWo casing 
sheets Which at opposing front and rear end parts of the 
absorbent body have side parts Which extend laterally beyond 
the body on both sides thereof. The method includes the step 
of folding the blank around a transverse axis so that the end 
edges of the side parts lie edge-to-edge. At least one folded 
band of ?exible material is placed between each pair of front 
and rear side parts Which lie opposite one another in the 
folded state of the blank; and the free ends of the bands are 
fastened to adjacent side parts. 
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METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A 
PANTS-TYPE DIAPER OF A SANITARY 
PANTY, AND ONE SUCH ABSORBENT 

ARTICLE 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates to a method of manufacturing 
an absorbent article in the form of a pants-type diaper or a 
sanitary panty, beginning with a ?at diaper blank which com 
prises an elongated absorbent body enclosed between two 
casing sheets which at opposing front and rear end parts of the 
absorbent body have side parts which extend laterally beyond 
the absorbent body on both sides thereof, said method com 
prising the step of folding the blank about a transverse axis so 
that the end edges of said side parts will lie edge-to-edge. The 
invention also relates to an absorbent article manufactured in 
accordance with the method. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Present-day all-in-one diapers are being replaced to an ever 
greater extent with pants-type diapers, or so-called training 
pants, for slightly older diaper-wearing children. Pants-type 
diapers have a number of good features. They ?t well on the 
wearer, they are easy to put on and take off with the child in a 
standing position, they sit ?rmly in place after having been 
put onto a child, and conform to the anatomy of the child as 
the child moves, in a comfortable fashion. Moreover, pants 
type diapers resemble conventional underpants and it is easy 
to understand how they shall be used, thereby in many 
instances enabling somewhat older diaper-wearing children 
to perform themselves the simple operations required in put 
ting on the pant diaper. 
EP A2-0,320,991 de?nes a pants-type diaper which is pro 

duced by folding a blank of the aforesaid kind in the manner 
described in the introduction, whereafter the bordering side 
edges of the side parts are fastened together by ultrasonic 
welding or gluing. A pants-type diaper manufactured in this 
way will necessarily have at least two outwardly standing side 
seams which, when the diaper is worn, are subjected to loads 
or forces that are directed generally at right angles to the 
bonded surfaces, i.e. to so-called peel forces. Consequently, 
the side seams must be suf?ciently strong to withstand the 
forces to which they are subjected, meaning that a high degree 
of precision is required when joining the surfaces together 
and also when selecting the materials to be joined. Neither are 
the seams attractive from an aesthetic point of view, which is 
a negative feature from a commercial aspect. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An obj ect of the present invention is to provide a pants-type 
diaper or a sanitary panty having side seams which from a 
loading aspect are more advantageous than side seams that 
are subjected to peeling forces, and which has aesthetically 
attractive side parts. 

This object is achieved in accordance with the invention by 
means of a method of the kind de?ned in the introduction 
which is characterized by placing at least one folded band of 
?exible material between each pair of front and rear side parts 
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2 
that lie opposite one another in the folded state of the blank, 
and by fastening the free ends of the band to respective adja 
cent side parts. 

According to one preferred embodiment of the invention, 
the folded bands are placed on and fastened to the front or rear 

side parts of the blank prior to folding said blank, and the band 
is folded in a bellows like fashion prior to fastening the same 
to the side parts. 

This method can also be applied even when the blanks form 
a continuous string, i.e. prior to separating the individual 
blanks from said string. 
When, for reasons of a production/technical nature, the 

blanks are separated individually from a continuous string of 
blanks prior to bringing the side parts together, it is proposed 
in accordance with the invention that a method of [tie] the 
kind de?ned in the introduction will include the characteriz 
ing steps of folding at least one band of ?exible material 
around each pair of the front and rear side parts of the web 
which oppose one another in the folded state of said web, and 
by fastening the free ends of the band to its adjacent side part. 
The invention also relates to an absorbent article in the 

form of a pants-type diaper or sanitary panty, which com 
prises an elongated absorbent body enclosed between two 
casing sheets which have at opposing front and rear end parts 
of the absorbent body side parts which extend laterally 
beyond said body on both sides thereof, wherein the opposing 
front and rear side parts are mutually joined, characterized in 
that a separate piece of material extends between each pair of 
mutually opposing front and rear side parts and forms a joint 
between these side parts such that said joint will be subjected 
essentially to shear forces when the article is worn. 

According to one preferred embodiment of the invention, 
the pieces of material joining the side parts are generally 
non-elastic and the separate pieces of material are attached to 
the inner surfaces of the side parts. The separate pieces of 
material are comprised of two separate parts which are joined 
together by a releasable and refastenable fastener means, for 
instance in the form of a row of press studs, projections and 
recesses, mutually coacting hooks and eyes, adhesive coat 
ings or self-fastening or hook and loop fasteners. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

The invention will now be described in more detail with 
reference to the accompanying drawings, in which 

FIG. 1 illustrates schematically a plant machinery for 
manufacturing a pants-type diaper in accordance with the 
invention and by means of an inventive method; 

FIG. 2 illustrates from above a part of the web shown in 
FIG. 1 in a manufacturing stage immediately prior to folding 
and joining together the blanks to form pants-type diapers; 

FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken on the line III-III in FIG. 2 
but with the elastic threads 7 in FIG. 2 omitted andglue beads 
23 added; 

FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a pants-type diaper manu 
factured in accordance with the inventive method; 

FIG. 5 illustrates a bellows-folded band suitable for appli 
cation on an inventive pants-type diaper blank manufactured 
by means of the transverse production method, i.e. the absor 
bent bodies have been placed on a moving web of material 
with the longitudinal axes of the bodies extending at right 
angles to the direction of web movement; 

FIG. 6 illustrates a bellows-folded band suited for applica 
tion on an inventive pants-type diaper blank illustrated in 
broken lines and manufactured in accordance with the longi 
tudinal production method, i.e. the absorbent bodies have 
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been placed on a moving Web of material With the longitudi 
nal axes of the bodies extending parallel With the direction of 
Web movement; 

FIGS. 7 and 8 illustrate folded bands Which include releas 
able and refastenable fastener means, suitable for application 
on an inventive pants-type diaper blank; and 

FIG. 9 illustrates in perspective a second embodiment of a 
pants-type diaper Which includes the bands of FIG. 7 in its 
side parts. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

FIG. 1 illustrates schematically the plant machinery for 
manufacturing pants -type diapers, including a conveyor path 
1 by means of Which casing material 2 taken from a storage 
reel 3 is conveyed from left to right in FIG. 1. Located doWn 
stream of the reel 3 is a device 4 Which lays absorbent bodies 
5 at regular intervals on the underlying Web of casing material 
2. Located doWnstream of the device 4 is a device 6 Which 
lays elastic elements in a speci?c pattern onto or immediately 
above the Web of casing material 2. These elastic elements, of 
Which one is shoWn schematically [in] by reference numeral 
7 FIG. 1 and Which are preferably comprised of elastic 
threads or ribbons, form the Waist and leg elastic of the manu 
factured pants-type diaper. Located doWnstream of the device 
6 are guide rollers 8 Which function to guide a second Web of 
casing material 9 onto the ?rst Web 2, While doWnstream of 
the guide rollers 8, there is located a device 11 Which brings 
the Webs of casing material together and fastens the Webs to 
one another at those parts thereof Which lie outside the absor 
bent bodies 5. The plant machinery hitherto described func 
tions in the same Way as the plant machinery used to manu 
facture conventional all-in-one diapers and the composite 
product leaving the device 11 Will be comprised of a continu 
ous string of pants-type diaper blanks Which, similar to the 
all-in-one diapers produced in conventional plants, includes 
an absorbent body Which is enclosed betWeen tWo casing 
sheets and also elastic elements. At this stage of manufacture, 
the pants -type diaper blank differs from a typical diaper blank 
mainly in that the Waist elastic has a different form as Will be 
made more apparent in the folloWing. The devices 4, 6, 8 and 
11 are preferably knoWn devices suitable for producing a 
pants-type diaper blank of the aforesaid kind. Since a detailed 
description of the construction of these devices is not needed 
to acquire an understanding of the invention, the devices Will 
not be further described. 

Located doWnstream of the device 11 is a device 12 Which 
functions to attach folded bands 13 to the underlying moving 
Web of mutually connected blanks. The device 12 Will pref 
erably include plungers that are operative in pressing glue 
coated bands 13 against the casing sheet 9. 

FIG. 2 illustrates from above a section of the Web of mutu 
ally joined blanks subsequent to the Web exiting from the 
device 12. The section illustrated in the Figure includes a 
complete pants-type diaper blank B and parts oftWo mutually 
adjacent blanks A and C. As Will be seen from the Figure, the 
device 6 lays-out a plurality of elastic threads 7 Which extend 
sequentially in the transverse direction of the blank and Which 
form the Waist elastic of a manufactured pants-type diaper. 
The device 6 also lays-out around openings 15 cut from the 
Web elastic threads 14 Which form the leg elastic of a manu 
factured pants-type diaper. The openings are preferably cut 
from the Web When joining the casing sheets together With the 
aid of some appropriate means, for instance by means of a 
punch included in the device 11 or located immediately 
doWnstream thereof. 
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4 
The blanks A, B, C include a front edge 16, a rear edge 17, 

a central part 18 delimited by the opposing long edges of the 
absorbent body 5 and the extensions of said long edges, front 
side parts 19, 20 on both sides ofthe central part 18, and rear 
side parts 21, 22 Which are delimited by the respective front 
edge 16 and rear edge 17, the openings 15 lying on respective 
sides of the central part, and the imaginary separation lines 
betWeen the individual blanks A, B and C, Which are shoWn in 
dash-dotted lines in FIG. 2. When applicable, the parts 19-22 
of the various diapers have been further identi?ed in FIG. 2 
With the aid of su?ixes A-C, in order to clearly distinguish 
betWeen corresponding parts of different blanks. As shoWn in 
FIG. 3, the bands 13 attached to the side parts 19, 20 are 
single-folded and are disposed With respective folds extend 
ing parallel With the side edges of the side parts, so that those 
edges of the band that are folded toWards one another in said 
side parts Will face one another. 

Pants-type diapers are produced from the blanks shoWn in 
FIGS. 2 and 3, simply by folding the blanks in the direction 
indicated by the arroW in FIG. 3, so that the edges 16 and 17 
Will lie opposite one another, and by fastening the casing 
sheet 9 to the bands 13 in conjunction thereWith. Glue beads 
23 are suitably applied to the single-folded bands 13 in con 
junction With bringing the edges 16, 17 together. Naturally, 
the glue beads may instead be applied to the casing sheet 9 on 
the rear side parts 21, 22 prior to folding the blanks. 
The plant illustrated in FIG. 1 includes doWnstream of the 

device 11 a device 24 by means of Which the Web of blanks is 
folded together and the front and rear side parts of the blanks 
are joined to one another. The device 24 may include ?xed 
guide means 25 having mutually successively converging 
side Walls, plunger means 26 Which intermittently press the 
rear side parts of the blanks against the front side parts 
thereof, applicator means 27 for applying glue to the folded 
bands or to the rear side parts, and ?xed guide means 28 
having side Walls Which successively diverge from one 
another. 
The Web moving through the guide means 28 is thus com 

prised of a string of mutually joined pants-type diapers Which 
after exiting from the guide means 28 are separated from one 
another by means of an appropriate cutting tool 29 and con 
veyed by suitable conveying means 30 to a packaging station. 

FIG. 4 is a perspective vieW of a pants-type diaper manu 
factured in accordance With the aforedescribed method. A 
pants-type diaper is intended to be put on in the same Way as 
a pair of underpants and is characterized by an elasticated 
Waist part Which can be stretched so that the diaper can be 
draWn readily over the Wearer’s hips When putting on or 
taking off the pant diaper, and the elasticity of Which is such 
that a Worn pant diaper Will be held securely in position by the 
contraction forces acting in the Waist part of the diaper. In 
order to ful?l these functional requirements While, at the same 
time, restricting the number of production siZes, the pants 
type diaper Will preferably have a stretchability Which is 
greater than 80%, i.e. the circumference of the Waist part shall 
be 1.8 times the extension of the circumference of the Waist 
part of a removed pant diaper in a non-stretched state. The 
total contraction force in the Waist part, i.e. the sum of the 
force contributed by elastication provided in the front part, the 
rear part and the side parts, Will preferably exceed 3N. 
The pants-type diaper illustrated in FIG. 4 is constructed in 

the same Way as the pants-type diaper described in SWedish 
PatentApplication No. 9200663-4, and includes an absorbent 
body 5 enclosed betWeen an inner and an outer casing sheet 9 
and 2 respectively. The inner casing sheet 9 is liquid-perme 
able and is comprised, for instance, of non-Woven material 
compiled from ?bres of polyethylene, polypropylene, poly 
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ester or mixtures thereof. Viscose ?bres may also be used. It 
is also conceivable to form the inner casing sheet from a 
perforated plastic sheet, for instance a perforated polyethyl 
ene sheet. The outer casing sheet 2 is liquid-impermeable or 
at least hydrophobic and may, for instance, comprise a sheet 
of polyethylene or nonWoven material Which has been coated 
With or laminated With polyole?ns, so as to be made liquid 
imperrneable or at least hydrophobic. For aesthetic and psy 
chological reasons, the outer casing sheet 2 may be comprised 
of tWo layers, an inner liquid-impermeable layer and a layer 
of fabric-like material disposed outside the inner layer. The 
Wearer Will then see and feel the pant diaper as a fabric 
garment rather than as a plastic garment. When the outer 
casing sheet has this latter construction, it is not necessary for 
the liquid-impermeable sheet to have the same extension as 
the fabric-like sheet, but may be smaller than said sheet, for 
instance liquid-impermeable casing material can be omitted 
from the side parts of the pant diaper. 

The absorbent body 5 may contain cellulose ?uff pulp With 
or Without an admixture of particles of so-called superabsor 
bent material and/or thermoplastic melt ?bres, and may be 
comprised of one or more layers. 

The Waist part [41] 3] of the pants-type diaper illustrated in 
FIG. 4 includes a plurality of sequentially mounted elastic 
threads 7, each of Which extends transversely around the 
circumference of the Waist part. In this Way, there is formed a 
relatively broad elastic Waist part. As Will be understood, 
elastic ribbons, bands or the like may be used instead of 
elastic threads, or other elastically stretchable material can be 
used, such as elastically stretchable plastic ?lm, an elastically 
stretchable nonWoven material, or like material. 

Similar to a pair of underpants, the pants-type diaper illus 
trated in FIG. 4 has a Waist opening and tWo leg openings, 
Which are provided With leg elastic in a conventional manner. 
The pant diaper is put on by inserting the legs of the Wearer 
through the leg openings and then draWing the pant diaper up 
over the Wearer’s hips. The contraction forces exerted by the 
elastic elements at the Waist opening, i.e. at the uppermost 
part of the Waist part [41] 3] , are preferably greater than the 
contraction forces exerted in the remainder of the Waist part. 
This Will ensure that the pant diaper Will remain seated in its 
intended position, even When the absorbent body is full of 
urine. 

Thus, When the pants-type diaper is Worn, the j oint betWeen 
the bands 13 and the casing sheet 9 Will be affected essentially 
only by forces that act in the circumferential direction of the 
Waist part, said joints thereWith solely being subjected to 
shear forces. As a result of the construction of the inventive 
pant diaper, the joint Will not be subjected to peeling forces 
that are unfavourable from a loading aspect. Consequently, 
the requirements placed on the properties of these joint are 
much less stringent than the requirements placed on the joint 
of knoWn pants-type diapers. The j oint produced by the inven 
tive method are also attractive from an aesthetic aspect and 
ful?l the purpose of imitating conventional underpants in a 
much better manner than the earlier knoWn pants-type dia 
pers. 

The inventive method also provides certain technical 
manufacturing advantages over the knoWn method of j oining 
together the side parts of a pants-type diaper taught by the 
aforesaid EP-A2-0,320,99 1. When manufacturing the knoWn 
pants-type diaper, a greater degree of precision is required 
When joining the edges of the side parts together, both With 
regard to folding the blanks so that the side edges of the front 
and rear side parts Will lie edge-to-edge, and With regard to the 
actual joining process, in Which a Welding or gluing unit must 
be guided With the same precision. When practicing the 
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6 
inventive method, it is immaterial from a functional aspect 
Whether or not the bands are slightly displaced from their 
intended position on the front side parts When mounting the 
bands on the underlying Web or string of blanks, or Whether or 
not the glue beads 23 (FIG. 3) are slightly displaced laterally 
from their intended position subsequent to said application, 
provided of course that the bands are dimensioned to permit 
such deviations. The same advantages are, of course, obtained 
When other methods, such as ultrasonic or heat-sealing meth 
ods are used to fasten the bands and casing material together 
instead of glue. Because the joins are only subjected to shear 
forces, there is a greater freedom in the type of j oint chosen, 
for instance the joint used may be a mechanical joint of a 
self-fastening type. 
Another advantage is that the circumferential extension of 

the bands 13 can be varied to a large extent, and if desired this 
extension can be made suf?ciently large to enable the side 
parts of the diaper to be comprised almost completely of said 
bands. This construction Will reduce the Waste of casing 
material, since the lateral extension of the openings in the 
string or Web of blanks Will be reduced to a corresponding 
extent. HoWever, in the case of this construction, it is not 
possible to attach the bands in a single-folded state to the 
pants-type diaper blank, since the bands Would then be sev 
ered When cutting the individual blanks from the blank string. 
In order to enable bands of greater extension in the circum 
ferential direction of the manufactured diaper to be applied, it 
is necessary to fold the bands in a belloWs fashion prior to 
application, so as to restrict the extension of the bands in the 
transverse direction of the blanks. FIG. 5 illustrates an 
example of a belloWs-folded band [31] 4] Which can be 
applied to a pants-type diaper blank in the same Way as the 
bands 13. 
The aforedescribed method of mounting the bands on the 

side parts of a pants-type diaper blank can be applied in both 
transverse and longitudinal production of pants-type diapers, 
although With the difference that in the case of longitudinal 
production, it is necessary to cut the individual blanks from 
the blank string prior to folding the rear side parts onto the 
front side parts. 
When the blanks are advanced in the form of individual 

blanks, the bands can be applied to the casing sheet 2 instead 
of to the casing sheet 9, by ?rst fastening one free end of the 
bands to the front side parts of the blank, and thereafter 
folding the blank. The bands, Which are initially not folded 
and ?at, are then folded in over the rear side parts of the folded 
blank and fastened thereto. Naturally, it is also possible to 
apply the ?at bands to the front side parts of the individual, ?at 
blanks, Whereafter the blank and then the bands are folded, 
WhereWith the bands Will be attached to the inner surfaces of 
the front side parts and the outer surfaces of the rear side parts. 

In this regard, it is pointed out that the bands may, of 
course, be fastened to the front and the rear side parts in a 
reverse manner to that described, i.e. the bands may be ?rst 
fastened to the rear side parts and then to the front side parts. 

FIG. 6 illustrates a band 32 Which canbe fastened to a ready 
folded blank, by passing the blank side parts that have been 
folded onto one anotherbetWeen the free edges of the band 32 
and pressing these edges ?rmly onto the side parts, by appli 
cation of an external force. When the band 32 is unfolded, the 
joint lies in aplane which is the same plane as the opposing 
?’ont and rear side parts in that outside surfaces ofthe?’ont 
and rear sideparts are attached to a same side ofthe bandand 
the joint will be subjected essentially to shear forces when the 
article is worn. 

According to one variant of the method described With 
reference to FIGS. 1-4, the folded bands can be passed in 
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between the front and the rear side parts during the ?nal stage 
of folding the blanks and fastened thereto in one single stage. 
As mentioned in the aforegoing, pants-type diapers have a 

number of good features, but also some drawbacks. It is 
dif?cult to change a pants-type diaper With the Wearer in a 
lying position, and requires the removal of a garment Worn 
outside the pant diaper When making the change. Neither can 
a used pants-type diaper be rolled up and sealed in the same 
Way as an all-in-one diaper. Furthermore, the diaper Wearer is 
liable to be dirtied When removing a used pant diaper con 
taining feces. 

These draWbacks can be overcome in a particularly simple 
Way With an inventive pants-type diaper, simply by using 
bands that are comprised of tWo parts Which are joined 
together by means of a releasable and refastenable fastener 
means. FIGS. 7 and 8 are respective cross-sectional and side 
vieWs of tWo such bands 33 and 34, While FIG. 9 illustrates a 
pants-type diaper provided With a band 33. The band 33 is 
comprised of tWo parts 35, 36 Which are mutually joined by a 
roW of proj ections 37 projecting from the part 35 and passing 
through a roW of openings formed in the part 36. This enables 
the pants-type diaper illustrated in FIG. 9 to be removed and 
replaced Without needing to fully remove trousers, pants or 
like garment Worn outside the pant diaper, by loosening the 
band parts 35, 36 from one another so that either the rear part 
or the front part can be passed betWeen the legs of the Wearer. 
A replacement pants-type diaper can thereafter be put on by 
loosening the band parts of said pants-type diaper from each 
other, Whereafter the front or rear part of the replacement 
pants-type diaper is inserted betWeen the legs of the Wearer. 
The tWo band parts are then fastened together, by inserting the 
roW of projections on one band part through the roW of open 
ings in the other part, Whereafter the pants-type diaper is 
draWn up to its correct Wearing position in the same Way as a 
pair of underpants, unless this has already been done When 
refastening the replacement pant diaper. 

FIG. 8 illustrates schematically a band 34 Which is com 
prised of tWo parts 38, 39 Which are mutually joined by means 
of a mechanical fastener means 40, for instance a self-fasten 
ing or hook and loop band. The fastening means illustrated in 
FIGS. 7-9 merely represent examples of suitable fastener 
devices and it Will be understood that the pants-type diaper 
shoWn in FIG. 9 can be provided With a number of other types 
of fasteners lying Within the expertise of a normal person 
skilled in this art. For instance, adhesive fasteners can be 
used, and also other types of mechanical fasteners other than 
those described, such as buttons and buttonholes, hooks and 
eyes, etc. 

Although the invention has been described and illustrated 
solely With reference to pants-type diapers, it Will be under 
stood that the invention can also be applied to sanitary pant 
ies, i.e. panties in Which absorbent bodies for absorbing men 
strual ?uids or light incontinence discharges are integrated. 

It Will be understood that the described embodiments can 
be modi?ed Within the scope of the invention. For instance, 
the absorbent body may have a form different to that 
described and may include several layers, Which in turn 
means that the described plant for manufacturing pants-type 
diapers in accordance With the invention Will be modi?ed 
correspondingly. Furthermore, the pants-type diaper blanks 
can be folded and the front and rear side parts of the blanks 
brought together With the aid of means other than those 
described. The individual pants-type diapers can be cut from 
the continuous Web of blanks in conjunction With bringing the 
front and the rear side parts of the blanks together, instead of 
in a separate folloWing stage. Furthermore, more than one 
band can be used to fasten the mutually opposing front and 
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8 
rear side parts. The invention is therefore restricted solely by 
the scope of the folloWing claims. 
We claim: 
1. A method of manufacturing a pants-type diaper or a 

sanitary panty, starting from a ?at blank Which includes an 
elongated absorbent body enclosed betWeen tWo casing 
sheets Which at opposing front and rear end parts of the 
absorbent body have side parts Which extend laterally beyond 
the body on both sides thereof, said method comprising the 
step of folding the blank around a transverse axis so that the 
end edges of the side parts lie edge-to-edge, characterized by 
placing at least one folded band of ?exible material betWeen 
each pair of front and rear side parts Which oppose one 
another in the folded state of the blank, so that the free ends of 
the bands situated betWeen the pairs of opposing side parts are 
turned against each other, and by fastening the free ends of 
said bands to adjacent side parts to form the pant-type diaper 
or sanitary panty. 

[2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising 
placing the folded bands and fastening said bands to the front 
or the rear side parts prior to folding the blank.] 

3. A method of manufacturing a pants-type diaper or a 
sanitary panty, starting from a ?at blank Which comprises an 
elongated absorbent body enclosed betWeen tWo casing 
sheets Which at opposing front and rear end parts of the 
absorbent body have side parts Which extend laterally beyond 
the body and on opposite sides thereof, wherein one of the 
casing sheets comprises a liquid-permeable inner layer and 
the other of the casing sheets comprises a liquid-imperme 
able outer layer, Wherein the blank is folded about a trans 
verse axis so that the end edges of the side parts lie edge-to 
edge, characterized by folding at least one band of ?exible 
material about each pair of front and rear side parts Which 
oppose one another in the folded state of the blank, and by 
fastening the free ends of the folded bands directly to a sur 
face of the adjacent side parts on the liquid-permeable inner 
layer which faces the wearer and is adapted to directly con 
tact the wearer during use to form the pants-type diaper or 
sanitary panty. 

[4. The method according to claim 1, further comprising 
folding the bands in a belloWs-like fashion prior to their 
attachment to the side parts] 

5. A pants-type diaper or sanitary panty, comprising: 
an elongated absorbent body enclosed betWeen tWo casing 

sheets Which at opposing front and rear end parts of the 
absorbent body have side parts Which extend laterally 
beyond all portions of said body on both sides thereof, 
one casing sheet and the side parts thereof having the 
same lateral dimensions as the other casing sheet and 
the side parts thereof and a lateral distance across 
longitudinal edges ofthe sideparts on thefront endpart 
being the same as a lateral distance across longitudinal 
edges of the side parts on the rear end part, 

the opposing front and rear side parts are joined together 
during manufacture to form a circumferential Waist 
opening and tWo prede?ned leg openings of the pants 
type diaper or sanitary panty, 

Wherein a separate piece of material, that is separate from 
the front and rear side parts by not being integral with the 
front and rear side parts, extends betWeen each [pari] 
pair of the opposing front and rear side [pars] parts and 
forms a joint betWeen these side parts such that said joint 
lies in a plane Which is the same plane as the opposing 
front and rear side parts so that surfaces of the front and 
rear side parts which face a wearer during use of the 
assembly are directly attached to a same side of the 
separate piece of material and the joint Will be subjected 
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essentially to shear forces When the article is Worn, and 
the separate piece of material is formed of only non 
elastic material. 

[6. The pants-type diaper or sanitary panty according to 
claim 5, Wherein the pieces of material joining the side parts 
are essentially non-elastic 

[7. The pants-type diaper or sanitary panty according to 
claim 5, Wherein the separate pieces of material are joined to 
the inner surfaces of the side parts 

[8. The pants-type diaper or sanitary panty according to 
claim 5, Wherein the separate pieces of material are joined to 
the outer surfaces of the side parts 

[9. The pants-type diaper or sanitary panty according to 
claim 5, Wherein each separate piece of material is joined to 
the inner surface of one of the front or rear side parts and to the 
outer surface of the other front or rear side part.] 

10. The pants-type diaper or sanitary panty according to 
claim 5, Wherein the separate pieces of material are com 
prised of tWo separate parts Which are mutually joined 
together by a releasable and refastenable fastener means. 

11. The pants-type diaper or sanitary panty according to 
claim 10, Wherein the fastener means comprises a roW of 
press studs. 

12. The pants-type diaper or sanitary panty according to 
claim 10, Wherein the fastener means is comprised of proj ec 
tions Which project from one of the separate parts of said 
piece and Which pass through openings in the other of the 
separate parts of said piece. 

13. The pants-type diaper or sanitary panty according to 
claim 10, Wherein the fastener means is comprised of mutu 
ally coacting hooks and eyes. 

14. The pants-type diaper or sanitary panty according to 
claim 10, Wherein the fastener means is comprised of adhe 
sive coatings. 

15. The pants-type diaper or sanitary panty according to 
claim 10, Wherein the fastener means is comprised of a self 
fastening or hook and loop band. 

16. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said method 
comprises a method for continuous manufacturing of absor 
bent articles in the form of pants-type diapers or sanitary 
panties. 

17. The pants-type diaper or sanitary panty according to 
claim 5, Wherein the pieces of material include bands placed 
betWeen each pair of front and rear side parts so that end edges 
of the side parts lie edge-to-edge. 

18. A pants-type diaper or sanitary panty, comprising: 
an elongated absorbent body enclosed between two casing 

sheets, the casing sheets having an area of reduced 
lateral width at a centralportion along the length ofthe 
casingsheets toform leg openings, andat opposingfront 
and rear end parts of the absorbent body, the casing 
sheets have side parts which extend laterally beyond 
said body and the leg openings on both sides thereof the 
side parts having lateral edges extending parallel to a 
longitudinal axis ofthe casing sheets, one casing sheet 
and the sideparts thereofhaving the same lateral dimen 
sions as the other casing sheet and the side parts thereof 
and a lateral distance across longitudinal edges of the 
side parts on the front end part being the same as a 
lateral distance across longitudinal edges of the side 
parts on rear end part; 

the opposingfront and rear side parts arejoined together 
during manufacture to form a circumferential waist 
opening and two prede?ned leg openings ofthe pants 
type diaper or sanitary panty, 

wherein only a single separatepiece ofmaterial, separate 
from the front and rear side parts, extends between each 
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pair of the opposingfront and rear side parts and is 
directly connected to the side parts to form a joint 
between the sideparts such that saidjoint lies in aplane 
which is the same plane as the opposingfront and rear 
side parts so that said joint lies in a plane which is 
adjacent to andparallel with the opposingfront and rear 
side parts and thejoint will be subjected essentially to 
shear forces when the article is worn, 

wherein each ofthe pairs ofthe opposingfront and rear 
side parts are joined together by the respective single 
separate piece of material and the front and rear side 
parts are spaced apart by a predetermined distance such 
that the front and rear side parts do not overlap one 
another in the circumferential direction. 

19. A pants-type diaper or sanitary panty, comprising: 
an elongated absorbent body enclosed between two casing 

sheets which at opposing front and rear end parts of the 
absorbent body have side parts which extend laterally 
beyond said body on both sides thereof both casing 
sheets having a longitudinal length and a lateral width, 
the lateral width being the greatest at each longitudinal 
end ofthe casing sheets; 

the opposingfront and rear side parts arejoined together 
during manufacture to form a circumferential waist 
opening and two predefined leg openings ofthe pants 
type diaper or sanitary panty, 

wherein only a single separate piece of material, separate 
from the front and rear side parts, extends between each 
pair of the opposingfront and rear side parts and is 
directly connected to the side parts to form a joint 
between the sideparts such that saidjoint lies in aplane 
which is the same plane as the opposingfront and rear 
side parts so that outside surfaces of the front and rear 
side parts are attached directly to a same side of the 
separatepiece ofmaterial and thejoint will be subjected 
essentially to shear forces when the article is worn, 

wherein each ofthe pairs ofthe opposingfront and rear 
side parts are joined together by the respective single 
separate piece of material and the front and rear side 
parts are not directlyjoined to one another and do not 
overlap one another when the article is worn, and the 
single separatepiece ofmaterial isformed ofonly non 
elastic material so that the material extending between 
each pair ofthe opposingfront and rear side parts is 
non-elastic. 

20. A pants-type diaper or sanitary panty, comprising: 
an elongated absorbent body enclosed between two casing 

sheets which at opposing front and rear end parts of the 
absorbent body have side parts which extend laterally 
beyondsaid body on both sides thereof one casing sheet 
and the sideparts thereofhaving the same lateral dimen 
sions as the other casing sheet and the side parts thereof 
and a lateral distance across longitudinal edges of the 
side parts on the front end part being the same as a 
lateral distance across longitudinal edges of the side 
parts on rear end part, 

the opposingfront and rear side parts arejoined together 
during manufacture to form a circumferential waist 
opening and two predefined leg openings ofthe pants 
type diaper or sanitary panty, wherein only a separate 
piece ofmaterial, that is separatefrom thefront and rear 
side parts by not being integral with thefront and rear 
side parts, extends between each pair of the opposing 
front and rear side parts and forms a joint between these 
sideparts such that saidjoint lies in aplane which is the 
sameplane as the opposingfront and rear sideparts so 
that the front and rear side parts are directly attached to 
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a same side ofthe separate piece ofmaterial and the 
joint will be subjected essentially to shear forces when 
the article is worn, and the separate piece of material is 
folded when the opposingfront and rear side parts lie 
parallel to each other; 

the front and rear side parts are spaced from each other to 
thereby de?ne a predetermined distance between the 
front and rear side parts as measured along a circum 

ferential direction of the circumferential waist; and 
the separatepiece ofmaterial isformed ofonly non-elastic 

material and the separate piece of material is non-elas 
tic so that the predetermined distance remains constant 
when the pants-type diaper or sanitary panty is worn. 

2]. A pants-type diaper or sanitary panty, comprising: 
an elongated absorbent body enclosed between two casing 

sheets which at opposingfront and rear endparts ofthe 
absorbent body have side parts which extend laterally 
beyond said body on both sides thereof 

the opposingfront and rear side parts arejoined together 
during manufacture to form a circumferential waist 
opening and two predefined leg openings ofthe pants 
type diaper or sanitary panty, wherein only a separate 
piece ofmaterial, that is separatefrom thefront and rear 
side parts by not being integral with thefront and rear 
side parts and which extends between each pair of the 
opposing front and rear side parts andforms a joint 
between these side parts, such that the side parts are not 
directly joined to each other and do not overlap one 
another when the article is worn, and such thatsaidjoint 
lies in aplane which is the same plane as the opposing 
front and rear side parts so that outside surfaces of the 
front and rear sideparts are directly attached to a same 

side ofthe separatepiece ofmaterial andthejoint will be 
subjected essentially to shear forces when the article is 
worn, and the separate piece ofmaterial isformed of 
only non-elastic material so that the material extending 
between each pair ofthe opposingfront and rear side 
parts is non-elastic. 

22. A pants-type diaper or sanitary panty, comprising: 
an elongated absorbent body enclosed between two casing 

sheets which at opposingfront and rear endparts ofthe 
absorbent body have side parts which extend laterally 
beyond said body on both sides thereof one casing sheet 
and the sideparts thereofhaving the same lateral dimen 
sions as the other casing sheet and the side parts thereof 
and a lateral distance across longitudinal edges of the 
side parts on the front end part being the same as a 
lateral distance across longitudinal edges of the side 
parts on rear end part, 

the opposingfront and rear side parts arejoined together 
during manufacture to form a circumferential waist 
opening and two predefined leg openings ofthe pants 
type diaper or sanitary panty, wherein only a separate 
piece ofmaterial, that is separatefrom thefront and rear 
side parts by not being integral with thefront and rear 
side parts and which extends between each pair of the 
opposing front and rear side parts andforms a joint 
between these side parts such that saidjoint lies in a 
plane which is the sameplane as the opposingfront and 
rear side parts so that thefront and rear side parts are 
directly attached to a same side of the separate piece of 
material and the joint will be subjected essentially to 
shear forces and the front and rear side parts are non 
overlapping in the circumferential direction when the 
article is worn, the separatepiece ofmaterial made up of 
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only non-elastic material so that the material extending 
between each pair of the opposing front and rear side 
parts is non-elastic. 

23. A pants-type diaper or sanitary panty, comprising: 
an elongated absorbent body enclosed between two casing 

sheets which at opposing front and rear end parts of the 
absorbent body have side parts which extend laterally 
beyond all portions ofsaid body on both sides thereof 
one casing sheet and the side parts thereof having the 
same lateral dimensions as the other casing sheet and 
the side parts thereof and a lateral distance between 
longitudinal edges ofthe sideparts on thefront endpart 
being the same as a lateral distance between longitudi 
nal edges of the side parts on rear end part, 

the opposingfront and rear side parts arejoined together 
during manufacture to form a circumferential waist 
opening and two predefined leg openings ofthe pants 
type diaper or sanitary panty, wherein a separate piece 
of material, that is separate from the front and rear side 
parts by not being integral with thefront and rear side 
parts extends between each pair of the opposing front 
and rear sideparts and ajoint isformed between each of 
these sideparts such that saidjoint lies in aplane which 
is the same plane as the opposingfront and rear side 
parts so that thefront and rear side parts are directly 
attached to a side ofthe separate piece ofmaterial that 
faces awayfrom a wearer during use and thejoint will be 
subjected essentially to shear forces when the article is 
worn, wherein thejoint is a mechanicaljoint ofa self 
fastening type. 

24. A pants-type diaper or sanitary panty, comprising: 
an elongated absorbent body enclosed between two casing 

sheets which at opposing front and rear end parts of the 
absorbent body have side parts which extend laterally 
beyondsaid body on both sides thereof one casing sheet 
and the sideparts thereofhaving the same lateral dimen 
sions as the other casing sheet and the side parts thereof 
and both casing sheets having a longitudinal length and 
a lateral width, the lateral width being the greatest at 
each longitudinal end ofthe casing sheets; 

the opposingfront and rear side parts arejoined together 
during manufacture to form a circumferential waist 
opening and two predefined leg openings ofthe pants 
type diaper or sanitary panty, wherein a separate piece 
of material, that is separate from the front and rear side 
parts by not being integral with thefront and rear side 
parts, extends between each pair of the opposing front 
and rear side parts and forms a joint between these side 
parts such thatsaidjoint lies in aplane which is the same 
plane as the opposingfront and rear side parts so that 
the front and rear side parts are directly attached to a 
same side ofthe separatepiece ofmaterial, thejoint will 
be subjected essentially to shear forces when the article 
is worn and thefront and rear sideparts are spacedfrom 
each other to thereby define a predetermined distance 
between the front and rear side parts as measured along 
a circumferential direction of the circumferential waist, 
the separate piece of material is formed of only non 
elastic material so that the material extending between 
each pair ofthe opposingfront and rear side parts is 
non-elastic. 

25. A pants-type diaper or sanitary panty according to 
65 claim 24, wherein outside surfaces ofthefront and rear side 

parts are attached to a same side of the separate piece of 
material. 
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26. A pants-type diaper or sanitary panty according to 
claim 24, wherein inside surfaces ofthefront and rear side 
parts are attached to a same side of the separate piece of 
material. 

2 7. A pants-type diaper or sanitary panty, comprising: 
an elongated absorbent body enclosed between two casing 

sheets which at opposingfront and rear endparts ofthe 
absorbent body have side parts which extend laterally 
beyond said body on both sides thereof one casing sheet 
and the sideparts thereofhaving the same lateral dimen 
sions as the other casing sheet and the side parts thereof 

the opposingfront and rear side parts arejoined together 
during manufacture to form a circumferential waist 
opening and two prede?ned leg openings ofthe pants 
type diaper or sanitary panty, 

wherein a separate piece of material, that is separate from 
thefront and rear side parts by not being integral with 
the front and rear side parts, extends between each pair 
ofthe opposingfront and rear side parts andforms a 
joint between the sideparts such that saidjoint lies in a 
plane which is the sameplane as the opposingfront and 
rear side parts, 

wherein said separate piece ofmaterial lies in saidplane 
such that the front and rear side parts are directly 
attached to a same side ofthe separatepiece ofmaterial 
and the joint will be subjected essentially to shear forces 
when the article is worn, and 

wherein the separatepiece ofmaterialjoining thefront and 
rear side parts includes two parts formed of the same 
material, each part of the two parts having two ends, a 
first end of one part is positioned adjacent to a first end 
ofthe otherpart, and the?rst endsjoined to each other 
by a mechanical fastener of a self-fastening type, and 
second opposite ends of each part are joined to a respec 
tive front or rear side part. 
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28. A pants-type diaper or sanitary panty, comprising: 
an elongated absorbent body enclosed between two casing 

sheets which at opposing front and rear end parts of the 
absorbent body have side parts which extend laterally 
beyond all portions ofsaid body on both sides thereof 
one casing sheet and the side parts thereof having the 
same lateral dimensions as the other casing sheet and 
the side parts thereof and a lateral distance across 
longitudinal edges ofthe sideparts on thefront endpart 
being the same as a lateral distance across longitudinal 
edges of the side parts on rear end part, 

the opposingfront and rear side parts arejoined together 
during manufacture to form a circumferential waist 
opening and two predefined leg openings ofthe pants 
type diaper or sanitary panty, 

wherein a separate piece of material, that is separate from 
thefront and rear side parts by not being integral with 
the front and rear side parts, extends between each pair 
ofthe opposingfront and rear side parts andforms a 
joint between these sideparts such that saidjoint lies in 
a plane which is the same plane as the opposingfront 
and rear side parts so that surfaces of the front and rear 
side parts which face a wearer during use of the assem 
bly are directly attached to a same side ofthe separate 
piece ofmaterial and thejoint will be subjected essen 
tially to shearforces when the article is worn, and 

wherein the separate pieces of material are each com 
prised of two separate parts which are mutually joined 
together by a releasable and refastenable fastener 
means. 


